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Corporate Sustainability – A 20:20 Clear View to the Future
2015 Program

• Canadian companies are facing many new realities in
2015, including:
–
–
–
–
–
–

Historically low Canadian dollar
Low Oil and Gas prices
A surging manufacturing sector driven by US GDP growth
Possibly a new climate regime negotiated
A Canadian federal election
New forms of environmental and social pressures on
Canadian companies.

• The EXCEL program is designed to help Partnership
members engage in these realities as well as other
priorities through their sustainability strategies.
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•

•

•

•

EXCEL is a unique learning partnership of major Canadian corporations that are
committed to sustainability leadership through continual improvement
of environmental and social performance.
The EXCEL Partnership was founded in 1996 by a group of forward looking
corporate leaders, the Globe Foundation of Canada and the Delphi Group. The
Partnership was created out of a desire to change the relationship between
environmental or social performance and business results. Members come
together to develop, integrate and improve sustainability in their corporate
strategies, organizations and business models.
The Globe Foundation and The Delphi Group provide the partnership with
facilitation, cutting edge research, analysis and insight in to corporate
sustainability.
EXCEL is a member of the World Business Council for Sustainable Development’s
(WBCSD) Regional Network

EXCEL offers a select group of Canadian sustainability leaders a platform to help
prepare for the future and communicate value from sustainability.
1.

Being part of a ‘shared paths/shared learning’ association of Canadian Corporate
Leaders on Sustainability
2. Unique business-to-business opportunities to engage in open dialogue with
decision-makers from other leading companies
3. Hands-on Sustainability Learning Lab opportunities
4. Business development and strategic intelligence opportunities during EXCEL
events
5. Idea generation on market value and competitiveness gains related to
sustainability
6. Engagement opportunities with important external stakeholders in government,
environmental groups and academia
7. Real time benchmarking on risk/opportunity issues
8. Annual review of member corporate reporting practices with feedback report
9. Consulting time with the Delphi Group
10. Connection points to external sustainability influencers, such as the GRI, CDP and
others.
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EXCEL Corporate Representatives
Sandra Odendhal
Director, Corporate Sustainability, RBC
Barbara Reuber
Vice President, Environment, OPG
Doug Hietkamp
Director, Sustainable Development Programs,
Teknion
Pat O’Reilly
Director, Sustainability, Suncor Energy
Doug Meyers
Director, Environment, Health and Safety,
Graymont
Helton Fan
Director, Health Safety and Environment, Cameco
James Gray-Donald
Vice President, Sustainability, Bentall Kennedy
Teresa Ehman
Director, Environment, Air Canada

Dan Gagné
Director, Corporate Responsibility &
Environment, Bell
Normand Pellerin
Assistant Vice President, Environment, CN
Lori Nickifor
Vice President, Environment, Capital Power
Don Wharton
Vice President, Sustainability, TransAlta
Corporation
Linda Coady
Chief Sustainability Officer, Enbridge
Bernie Herbert
Vice President, EH&S and Social Responsibility,
Nexen
Jon Mitchell
Director, Environment, Cenovus

EXCEL is an inner circle for Canada’s corporate sustainability leaders, and the
country’s longest standing business and sustainability partnership.
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Excellence in Corporate Environmental Leadership

Canada’s Business & Sustainability Partnership

Since 1996

An Initiative of the Globe Foundation

THEME

Corporate Sustainability – A 20:20 Clear View to the Future

Preparing EXCEL Partnership members for this
year and the next five on Sustainability

2015-Program Delivery at a Glance

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Two Roundtable Workshops
Hands-on Sustainability Learning Labs
Quarterly in-depth EXCEL Spotlight Management Briefs
Sustainability Disclosure Best Practice Benchmarking
EXCEL On-Site Advisory Services
Two Issue-Specific Working Groups
EXCEL Teleconferences/Webinars
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• We have reached an important milestone on
corporate sustainability – business models have
matured and sustainability is embedded. We can
claim major tangible wins from past efforts.
• So what is next for Sustainability?
– What do the next five years hold? What is the
sustainable business model of the future and what is
the next wave of integration? Examples include:
•
•
•
•
•

New paths for Stakeholder engagement
Different relationships with Government
Changes in market relevance
Influences on investment decisions
Risks and opportunities associated with Global economic
growth patterns.

• Each Roundtable will include 2-3 EXCEL members
presenting a case study examining the current and
future state of sustainability at their companies,
including:
– Biggest ‘wins’ from the past 5 years on sustainability
– Looking forward:

• The most important headwinds for the company generally, and
more specifically related to sustainability
• 1-3-5yr Priority sustainability initiatives and their linkages to
business priorities
• Possible disruptive influences, technological innovations and
business to business opportunities.

– Case studies will be discussed with EXCEL peers for
feedback and shared understanding.
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• Building on the success of EXCEL’s 2014 Learning
Lab trip to Interface
• Integrate company tours and management
discussions into EXCEL roundtables
• Learning labs are focussed on case studying
models of sustainability integration
• Labs will narrow in on sustainability champions,
market leading examples of Sustainnovation, and
next-gen enterprise models of sustainability.

• Working group focussed on two futurefocussed reporting concerns:
1. Improving rigor and removing subjectivity from
materiality assessments
2. Establishing best practices for implementing
integrated reporting.

• The working group will meet by
teleconference and then present findings at
an EXCEL roundtable.
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• Led in part with Suncor
• Examines the opportunity for the Earth Genome
concept to improve the ability for companies to
integrate biodiversity and water risk
• Working group will examine the Earth Genome
concept and determine how it could be use as a
tool by EXCEL companies and how EXCEL could be
the Canadian user base
• Results and recommendations will be presented
to the Partnership at a Roundtable.

• The United Nations sponsored climate change
negotiations scheduled for Paris at the end of
2015 are being singled-out as the biggest
opportunity since Kyoto for a global agreement.
• WBCSD is the leading business voice in the
negotiations.
• Through EXCEL’s affiliation with the WBCSD,
several teleconferences will be held through the
year with their leadership, to brief the
Partnership on how business is positioning in,
and for the negotiations.
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• For over 5 years, EXCEL members have relied
heavily on this benchmarking to seek out
opportunities to improve or enhance their reporting
practices.
• This year’s review will be updated to focus on the
materiality approach to reporting, and benchmark
according to best practices reflecting today and
tomorrow’s standards.
• A ‘Chain of Custody’ approach will be taken for each
priority material issue.

Quarterly in-depth research briefs – case studies, embedded
user-tools plus a spotlight on EXCEL member best practices.
Topics:
Q1 Science-Based Targets: 2 Degrees C is an example of this trend
– how are they relevant for companies and what are is the
likelihood of them being adopted.
Q2 Election – Brief: How is sustainability being positioned in the
election, and where do the three leading Parties (and the
Greens) land on environment and sustainability.
Q3 Materiality and Integrated Reporting: Working group report
out.
Q4 Reporting Practices & Communication - EXCEL member best
practice and benchmarking, trends, priority setting
approaches and new developments for Third Party Standards.
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Synergies with the March 2016 GLOBE event will
be leveraged as they relate to the EXCEL 2015
program, for example:
– Forum for presenting reporting best practices
– Opportunities for collaboration on the Earth
Genome concept
– Events that promote EXCEL members as
sustainability leaders.

• Each EXCEL Partnership member may access
up to two days of consulting time with the
Delphi Group
• Members who use this time for research or
analysis on a topic of interest for other
members will be asked to share any nonconfidential material.
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• Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) Organizational
Stakeholder through the Globe Foundation –
Enabling EXCEL members to engage on
development related to the new G4 standards.
• Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) – Delphi assists
numerous companies with their CDP submissions
and is positioned to helping keep EXCEL members
up to date on relevant developments.
• Academic – Connecting EXCEL programming
topics with the latest research from Universities.

EXCEL
Canada’s Business and Sustainability Partnership
www.excelpartnership.ca

Partnership Lead

Ted Ferguson

Vice President
The Delphi Group
Phone: 613-562-2005
Email: tferguson@delphi.ca

Managing Partners
John Wiebe
President and CEO The Globe
Foundation of Canada

Chris Henderson
Founder,
The Delphi Group

An Initiative of the Globe Foundation
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